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EDITORIAL

We have decided to issue copies of the AGM minutes to all members, and not
just those who specially asked for them8 The rule changes have been incor
porated in the latest issue of the Constitution, which has already been cir
culated.

The more alert among you will have noted two new names in the up-dated .list
of members mailed earlier this months Malcolm Harris and Janette Pye. They
should make, valuable contributions to our work (respectively with Borough
Road C results and women's walking lists). Malcolm, incidentally, now holds
the doubtful distinction of being the youngest NUTS member. We were pleased
to see them both at the annual dinner at the Hostaria Romana on 2h September
at which the Hon Secretary of the WAAA was guest of honour.

We should like to thank Keith Morbey for his. detailed analysis of the entri
es in the NUTS Olympic forecasting competition and congratulate Len Gebbet't
on a fine piece of prognostication. Scores for Cliff Temple and Mel Watman .
in two categories were derived from their forecasts in the "Sunday Times"
and "Athletics Weekly" respectively.

With this issue we are starting the simultaneous publication of up-dated
lists of UK ALL Time Best Performances and the cumulative index to editions
of "British Athletics" (1959-72).

The next issue of NUTS Notes will be mailed before Christmas so please let
me have any contributions by the end of November.

MISCELLANY

X All members, and list compilers in particular, are reminded that copies of
"British Junior Athletics 1972" are available at 35p (including postage)
from Andrew Huxtable (.address above). Also still available are limited
supplies of the following publicationss £
ATFS Women's Track & Field Handbook .. 0•......... ..... .0.1+0 )
ATFS All Time World List (1972 edition) ...............1.10 ) Prices
Start 3/72 (includes "World All Time best ) include .

performances 1J0 deep to July 1972) ...0.25 ) postage

X Denis Briscoe, probably the most fanatical Goon Show addict in the NUTS,
claims a record as being the only English NUTS member to have witnessed the
world 2M record by Emiel Puttemans in Edinburgh last'year. On the subject
of the Goon Show, nine of the best scripts have just been published by the
Woburn Press at £1.90. "~ .

THE DREAM OF CHAIRMAN ALF •

On the night of 13 July/morning of Ik July 1972 I had an amazing dream that
was so yivid and real that even today (6 August) I cannot believe that it was
only a dream and did not, in fact, happen. •

I dreamed that I was -in the Olympic Village in Munich and was sitting- at a
table when John Le Masurier came along and sSt..opposite-me. He handed me a
small syringe and our conversation went as follows 2

APWs What's this? .''.'.,.v
JleMs This is a new drug which has been invented by our doctors at the •

Medical Research Centre for our Olympic team.
APWs Isn't it illegal?
JleM; Yes it is, but when we arrived in Munich we found that the British

team was the only one not on drugs so it was decided to give this new
drug to each member of our team.

APWs What does the drug do? ri"
JleMs All it does is remove an athlete's nerves before a race and helps him




















